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Character breakdowns 

Barlito Brigante -Age (35 -40 ) African American
One half of the hoodfellas Barlito is a rapper from America who is one of the best nobody has
ever heard . That because the labels rather sign gimmick artist than real rappers. Gimmick rap
forced Barlito into retirement and into selling weed to take care of his 6 kids. His life changes
when he gets the deal of a lifetime in istanbul.

Lefty luchiano- Age (35-40) African American
One half of the hoodfellas lefty like barlito gimmick rap forced a good rapper into retirement.15
years later Lefty was forced to get a job as a train conductor . After he is assaulted on the train
he gets the best news ever he finally gets his deal in istanbul with his partner in ryhme Barlito.

Spazz out -age (35-40) African American
 Every good rap crew needs a hype man and none is better than spazz out . Even tho when he is
off his medicine he is out of control  spazz out really love the hoodfellas and is loyal to them . Is
istanbul ready for spazz out and his Antics 

MarvelousMarvin -age (30-35)AfricanAmerican 
 Marvelous Marv is the manager for Barlito and lefty luchi . After he couldnt get them a deal in
the early 2000s he finally comes through with a deal of lifetime in istanbul . Where he is already
situated and lives like a king.

Do it all  - age (35 -40) African American
 Do it all is the security for the crew , the bodygaurd , the bud connect and gun connect he
watches over everyone in turkey and  like his name he is the one stop shop because he does it
all.

Ceo Mehmet Arslan -age (35 -40) turkish
Ceo arslan is istanbuls version of puff daddy but turkish his label duz ates records is the biggest
thing in turkey . The hoodfellas will take him to the next level.

Record exec Timmy IV -age(40 -45) caucasian
Timmy IV is your typical record exec who doesnt want to sign talent just the gimmick of
whatever timeframe he is in. But he is the Ceo of the powerful label trashboy records who artist
live up to their name.

Rosa assistant -(30 -37 ) hispanic
Assistant at trash boy records she keeps schedule for timmy iv . Handles day to day operation.

Record exec jeremy -age (25 -35)
One of the execs of trash boy records timmy iv top high level reord execs

Hoesana (Joesana ) (25 -30 )
One of barlito baby mother but she is mainly the most vocal one . She still loves barlito but loves



her child support money even more. She is tired of the dream being sold to her and ready to
cash out on barlito for pain and suffering .

730 crippie  -age(20 -25) African American
A actual handicap rapper who people confuse with being crip but he is actually crippled . He is a
superstar in a time when most artist are getting signed for not talent but the deformities .

Dev -age (30 -35) African American
He is the head of the Urban department matter fact he is the urban department in turkeys duz
ates label . Dev is the reason the hoodfellas have a deal in turkey he is the right hand man to Ceo
Arslan . He has his sights on having his own label one day .

Cheeky -age (30 -35) hispanic 
Cheeky is a beautiful club hostess out in turkey . She is the love inetrest of lefty whom he feels
close to home with because she originally from america. She is with the crew through thick and
thin in support of her new boo.

Fatma -age (25 -30 ) turkish 
Fatma is the love intrest of barlito she is a model and girlfreind of teke but she leaves teke for
Barlito and is the main reason the guys get into all the altercations . Her father is the prime
minister of turkey .

Prime minister/General Ozkan -(45 -55) turkish
General ozkan is the ruler of turkey but to fatma he is just dad he rules with a iron fist but has a
heart of Gold when you really peel away at the tough exterior .

Zeynep -(25 -30 ) turkish
Zeynep is a small person with a big heart and she has alot of love for Hoodfellas manager Marv
even tho she is in a relationship with a giant muscle giant . Will her messy love triangle catch up
to the small beauty.

Eymen (30 -40) turkish 
Eymen is a giant specimen a feak of nature made with muscle and anger but zeynep has his
heart and he will literally kill for her . He is tall and muscular but zeynep makes him feel her size .

Teke the goat -age (30 -35)turkish
Teke the Goat is the biggest rapper in turkey he doesnt like the Hoodfellaz coming into turkey
taking his market so he sicks the turkish mob on the guys to scare them back to America .

Detective Ayid -age (45 -50) turkish
Head detective of the istanbul police department . He is one of the fair and trustworthy police
men in a corrupt system .

Omèr -age( 30 -35)turkish
Head of the turkish mob he is connected to everyone record execs , rappers ,police and
dignataries there no one his hand couldnt reach he is the underworld of turkey and Teke
henchman .



Bilal-age (25 -30) turkish
Bilal starts out as a civilian but he really is one of omer workers . His job is to watch the
hoodfellas and their dealings . 

Abi - age (25 -30)turkish 
Abi is a rather large woman who has the hots for spazz out . Her charachter also revealed later is
attached to the underworld .

Rocking ray-age (25-30)African American or turkish
Rocking ray is the turkish radio version of charlamagne the God on kahvalti club (breakfast club ) 

Ecrin -age (25-30) turkish 
Ecrin also a cohost of the kahvalti club she is the turkish version of angela yee .

Ahmet driver-age(40-50) turkish
A friendly middle aged Driver who works for Duz Ates records he is the official driver for the
hoodfellaz .

Hotel Desk Clerk-age (25-35)turkish woman 
A friendly conceirge for one the most luxiorious hotels in istanbul. 

Dj boof -age(37)african american
A dj from the states that relocated to one if the only hip hop clubs in istanbul and he becomes
the crews  official dj when the become stars .

Miray waitress -age (25-30) 
She is a hard working mother who is going back to school so she makes sure she takes care of
her cistomers so she can be rewarded in tips . She uses her funny charisma and charm to her
advantage .

Sayed manager -age(40-50)
Sayed runs one of the best steakhouses in istanbul he always makes sure his customers are
taken care of to the fullest .

Turkish reporter-age( 25-35)turkish female 
She covers all the big stories out in istanbul very beautiful and camera ready .

Extras

Airport officers 1, 2 ,3 
Airport officers who keep a heavy eye on anyone traveling throught the airport especially
Americans.

Rich turkish woman -(30 -35) 
Rich woman at duz ates brunch looking to meet top dignataries , rappers , execs . She is a



socialite looking to add to her wealth.

Turkish woman who lost her dog  -age (70 -80)
Elderly woman who lost her dog and is very helpless in police station.


